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What to measure? Choose special case to consider 2/10/000 CS140(Review 1) -Spring 00 6
Worst case performance of algorithm A
• We can compute this function at a finite number of points.
• Better yet, we can model this function for all input sizes. Definition: Θ f(n) =Θ(g(n)) if the following hold:
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Definition: little-o, little-ω Useful properties Transitivity: Another useful property
• If f(n) = O(g(n)) and g(n)=O(h(n)) then f(n)=O(h(n)) • The relations o, Ω, ω, and Θ are also transitive.
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Some rules of thumb
• PolyLogsare slower growing than polynomials log k (n) = O(n ε ) for any k>0, ε>0
• Polynomials are slower growing than exponentials n k = O(r n ) for any k>0, r>1
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Sample question
Order these functions by increasing rate of growth:
lg(2n), ln 2 n, log(n 3 ), n 3 , n!, 2 n , (lg n) lg n 2/10/000 CS140(Review 1) -Spring 00 17
Another useful properties
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Run time analysis Sample questions
• Prove that Σ i=0...n 2 i =O(2 n ).
• Prove that there exist constants c and M such that Σ i=0...n 2 i ≤ c2 n for all n ≥M.
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Some useful series Sample Problem
• On instance size 1 algorithm A A performs a constant number of steps.
• On instance size n=3 m , m>0, algorithm A A makes 4 recursive calls, each on size n/3. Then A A performs an additional cn 3 steps to produce it result.
• Analyze the work tree for algorithm A A.
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Algorithms we've seen Lower Bound for Sorting Theorem: Any comparison-based sorting algorithms has a worst-case running time that is Ω(n log(n)).
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Sample Problem
• Suppose the input is restricted to be a heap. Is sorting still Ω(nlg n)?
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Brief detour in our journey:
Can we do it?
Yes -but only if we can make some assumptions about the input.
Some examples:
-Counting-sort -Radix-sort -Bucket-sort 2/10/000 CS140(Review 1) -Spring 00 28
Upper and Lower Bounds for Problem A
• Upper bound:
-Problem A can be solved in at most f(n) time -Proof: Give an algorithm
• Lower bound:
-Any algorithm for problem A must take at least g(n) time -Proof: Give an adversary
